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ABSTRACT
We present Beholder, a computer vision (CV) toolkit for building
tangible controllers for interactive computer systems. Beholder fa-
cilitates designers to build physical inputs that are instrumented
with CV markers. By observing the properties of these markers, a
CV system can detect physical interactions that occur. Beholder
provides a software editor that enables designers to map CVmarker
behavior to keyboard events; thus connecting the CV-driven tangi-
ble controllers to any software that responds to keyboard input. We
propose three design scenarios for Beholder—controllers to support
everyday work, alternative controllers for games, and transforming
physical therapy equipment into controllers to monitor patient
progress.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Systems and tools for inter-
action design.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We present Beholder—a computer vision (CV) toolkit for building
tangible controllers for interactive computer systems. This toolkit
extends our previous work that demonstrates ArUco markers (CV
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markers) [Garrido-Jurado et al. 2014] as a material for tangible
interaction design [Zheng et al. 2020]. Essentially, CV markers are
simple printable graphics that translate physical movements to
computational information (e.g. presence, position, rotation) when
detected. They can be leveraged to report on a specific tangible
interaction when placed strategically within a physical mechanism.
In Figure 1 for example, pressing a button completes an ArUco
marker for detection, while releasing a button conceals the marker—
interacting with this button can thus be detected by the presence
of the CV marker. Beholder enables designers to map CV marker
behavior to keyboard input on the computer (e.g. ‘w’ keypress),
thereby enabling tangible controllers instrumented with CVmarker
to interact with any software that takes keyboard events as an input.

Figure 1: Detecting a button press with CV markers.

CV-driven tangible interfaces have inputs that are untethered,
and typically require only a single camera to function (e.g. [Jordà
et al. 2007; Savage et al. 2013]). They are simpler assemblies to
construct in comparison to tangible interfaces instrumented with
electronic sensors and circuits. However, current CV platforms for
building tangible interfaces require designers to integrate CV and
interaction logic by programming through software libraries (e.g.
[Kaltenbrunner and Bencina 2007]). Beholder takes inspiration from
physical computing toolkits like the Micro:bit1 and Makey Makey2.
These platforms offer “low floors” [Resnick and Rosenbaum 2013]
that encourage interaction designers, particularly people unfamiliar
with electronics, to try building functional tangible interfaces with
physical computing. Notably, the visual editor that they provide and
1https://microbit.org/
2https://makeymakey.com/
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Figure 2: Example applications for Beholder.

the direct mapping to human-interface device (HID) conventions
facilitate interaction design for programming novices. Beholder
aims to serve a similar role for CV—enabling designers to easily
adopt CV markers as a material for building tangible user interfaces.

2 BEHOLDER: SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The Beholder toolkit operates on a system that consists of three
main components (Figure 3A):

(1) Actors are the physical controllers that designers build. These
controllers are instrumented with CV markers that report
on different interaction events that occur (e.g. Figure 1).

(2) Spectators are camera devices (e.g. USB web cameras, smart-
phones) that observe the actors. These devices transmit the
camera feed to a main computer for CV processing.

(3) The director is the main computer unit that receives and
processes the camera feeds. The Beholder toolkit runs on
this computer.

2.1 Editor
Beholder’s editor runs as a standalone desktop application. It pro-
vides a visual node-based scripting environment (Figure 3B) for
designers to create logical relationships between CV marker be-
havior and HID events (e.g. keyboard events like keyup, keydown,
keypressed). The editor also provides a real-time debugging by
labelling CV marker nodes with their properties (i.e. presence, po-
sition, rotation).
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Figure 3: Beholder: System architecture and editor UI.

3 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS
As we were developing Beholder, we also deployed it with inter-
action design students at the National University of Singapore to
understand how designers will use it, as well as what they will
build with it. From these facilitations, we identified three scenarios
where designers might apply Beholder :

(1) Everyday Productivity: The COVID-19 pandemic has pushed
people to work from home, and in turn spurred people to im-
prove their home offices to facilitate this situation. Beholder
facilitates designers to construct do-it-yourself productiv-
ity interfaces that support work (Figure 2A). For example,

interfaces with hotkeys that trigger common actions (e.g.
copy/paste), or more natural tangible interactions for digital
workflows (e.g. a wheel to scrub through the timeline during
video editing).

(2) Alternative Game Controllers: Video games are usually played
on standard HID devices such such the keyboard, mouse, or
game pad. Beholder enables designers to easily create alterna-
tive controllers for video games using simple materials like
cardboard and paper [Gyory et al. 2022], which can facilitate
a richer tangible playing experience (Figure 2B).

(3) Augmenting Physical Therapy: Beholder can be used to in-
strument existing physical therapy equipment into tangible
controllers. Such controllers can be connected to a moni-
toring system to help therapists keep track of their client’s
progress; or, they can be directed to control video games,
gamifying the (otherwise mundane) physical therapy expe-
rience.
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